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If you would like to join the team and set up a regular (or even occasional)
feature, please contact the Editor. At the moment this Newsletter is too
much a “one man band”! All contributions are welcome.
CONTACT THE NEWSLETTER
The Newsletter now has its own e-mail contact address, which is :“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”
We hope we will have a very full ‘in-tray’ each month!
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outlets or just a general “Hi” to fellow readers would be very welcome.
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This Newsletter is freely distributed to regular subscribers and is available
to download through Macclesfield Model Railway Group’s web site and
others. Some of our information is derived from the internet and we try to
acknowledge sources where ever we can. However, it is not always possible
to trace original sources with the limited facilities that we have and we
apologise unreservedly in advance for any oversight.

INFORMATION
Hints and Tips
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It’s your Newsletter! Use it.

As a reader/recipient of this Newsletter, you are free to distribute it
amongst your friends and family, other clubs and societies to which you
may belong or use any part of it to promote and further interest in railway
modelling.

LINKS
Don’t forget, if it’s in RED ‘click’ on it to take you off into the ‘ether’!

IT’S UP TO YOU
This Newsletter relies for its content on material supplied by its readers and
no-one else. It does not ‘pick up’ on articles in other publications, it does not
syndicate and it tries to reflect no-one’s views and opinions other than those

MMRG claims no copyright of any of the content and you are free to use any
part of it for any non-profit making purpose you wish. Should you wish to
use any of the content in any documentation of your own, all that we ask is
that, as a courtesy, you forward us a copy.
With regard to commercial/for profit use of our material, we have to rely on
trust - we have no way of monitoring such use. If you do intend to use our
material in such a way, please ask for permission first. It is unlikely to be
refused but, at the very least, an acknowledgement would be expected in
return.

of its readers. You can help to maintain that integrity by ‘keeping in touch’ ….
let us know what you think, what you are doing with your hobby. If you have
any ideas about how this Newsletter could be improved, what you like or
don’t like about it, then please contact the Newsletter either through “Over to
You” or to the Editor direct at…….

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com”

COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING
Our policy, at present, is that this publication will carry no commercial
advertising. It is a Newsletter! However, should you wish to place an
“advertising article” concerning a new product, an up-grade to an existing
product or a more general “of benefit/interest to railway modellers” article,
please contact ‘The Editor” via e-mail initially. It is understood that such
features do not carry the endorsement of MMRG unless specified.
AND FINALLY

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
All article text and photographs are by the authors except for images for “The
Funnies” which are drawn from the internet and are, with our apologies,
original source unknown. Should we, inadvertently, have infringed your
copyright please accept our apologies, let us know and we will publish an
appropriate acknowledgement and apology in the next available issue.

This Newsletter is produced for and on behalf of Macclesfield Model
Railway Group as part of their ‘constitutional obligation’ to promote and
support the hobby of railway modelling. MMRG, under it’s own rules, is
obliged to pursue ‘educational’ opportunities within the hobby and this
Newsletter is proud to play its part.
No price can be placed on the value of ‘education’, which is why this
Newsletter is, and always will be, free.
—————————————————————

EDITORIAL
“Now that you’re retired, you’ll have plenty of time to do all

If you’ve managed to use some of this ‘extra spare time’ to

those things you’ve been wanting to do without work getting

catch up on some of the projects you’ve had ‘in the pipeline’,

in the way.” I don’t know who dreampt up that falsehood but

please tell us about them! You may just inspire some of our

they, quite patently, weren’t retired themselves! Everyone

readers to follow your example and have a go themselves. It

who has retired, that I know of, simply doesn’t know how

doesn’t have to be a work of art, ground breaking or highly

they ever had the time to fit work into their lives! And now I

technical - just something you’ve enjoyed doing. Nor does it

have the Covid-19 lockdown supposedly leading to even

have to be a literary masterpiece (you’ve read this

more spare time to pursue the things I want to do.

Newsletter, right?). All that is needed are a few photos and a
bit of an explanation of what you’ve done and how you did it.

Humph! Another fallacy.

Simples, as a certain meerkat might say!

Still. It has made me a little more determined to structure my

There are some things that are sent to try us. They burn

days to include some time in the ‘man cave’ butchering

away at the back of your mind, but refuse to surface until you

sheets of Plasticard. I’ve got projects that have been ‘on the

have that ‘light bulb’ moment. I’m sure you understand that

back-burner’ for far too long and I seem to be making some

niggling feeling ………….

progress. Who knows? I may even get one or two of them
finished. I will let you know in due course.

I’ve long wrestled with a problem whilst hunched over my
keyboard preparing these Newsletters and the problem was

It would seem that others are more than a step in front of me

that I simply didn’t know what sex my computer is.

and have actually completed a project or two! Shaun has put

Thankfully, Pat Honey has sent me a link that has helped me

the finishing touches to the ‘Purgatory Fashions’ store (see

solve that problem ……….. I think. Mine is definitely female!

page 4) and if projects were snow, then Phil has kicked up a
blizzard (see page 14, amongst others)! I’ve even heard of a

I hope the link helps you and that you enjoy this month’s

’00’ layout being built in a garden …….. more news of that

read …….

soon, I hope.
Stay safe, stay well and stay in touch.
It seems the we railway/railroad modellers are keeping busy
after all …… and that leads me to wonder what the other
500+ of our readership have been doing during these times
of isolation.

Macclesfield Model Railway Group
through the On30 Group, supports the development of

“MegaPoints Controllers”
for all the latest news, go to:-

"www.megapointscontrollers.com"

BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - ‘0’ SCALE
SHOP FOR ‘PURGATORY JUNCTION’
Shaun Horrocks
So far we have mainly been developing wooden buildings for
Purgatory Junction but, in reality, there would have been a
mixture of wood and brick. Here is my attempt at a brick
structure.

It sounds simple; in essence USA shops are just brick side
and end walls with wooden in-filling and a hardly-sloping flat
roof!

My freelance design was built around a Grandt Line shop
front kit which set both the width and ground floor height of
the building.

I chose Artists’ Board (also known as Foam Board) as the
basis for construction. It is about 6mm thick and consists of a
foam centre clad with thin card. As a result it is both light and
stable. This was then to be clad with Slaters 7mm brick
Plasticard.

Let cutting commence! The main thing (as I discovered) is
that you need to be really accurate with the width of the
ground floor, first floor and roof otherwise the building

Grandt Line is now owned by San Juan Model Company and
available from the 7mm Narrow Gauge Association in the
U.K. and from either S.J.M.Co direct or Narrow Gauge
Modeling Co in the U.S.A.

On the layout it will be seen both from the front and back and
hence both views had to be interesting. The front view was to
be enhanced by having living accommodation set back with
a balcony while the rear view was to have an outside
staircase.

As with all our buildings, interior lighting was to be included.

Having been caught out by the difficulty of detailing the
interiors after the shell of the building was finished I wanted
to try a different approach. In the end I decided to mount the

develops a noticeable tapering or leaning! I used a double

interiors on a ‘subframe’ which could be slid in and out of the

thickness of Foamboard for the side walls to give a more

front of the building. This was then refined to include the

substantial look. I also took the opportunity to install some

mandatory board walk and balcony floor.
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brackets on the inside of the brick walls for the upper floor

outside rear staircase which was built from a KS Laser

and roof to sit on.

Designs ‘O’
scale kit which

Having cut everything out, a test build was the next step. The

was fortunately

only thing was I couldn’t hold all the pieces together at the

just the right

same time! Out with the masking tape, but don’t stick it too

height for the

well or it pulls the thin card surface off!

upper floor. It
looks quite
good to me but
it was very
fiddly to build
and quite
fragile.

Here is the “first fit” rear of the building complete with
staircase, Grandt Line windows and KS Laser Designs
doors.

Not to be outdone,
here is a first fit of
the front.

The front upper
and ground floors
are built as pullout modules to
allow further

The next step was applying the cladding brickwork. I used
detailing – let’s hope it will be noticed!

Slaters Plasticard and attached it by the Ken Ball method –
double-sided sticky tape. He has been using this approach
for years and his many buildings have never come unstuck!
Feeling chuffed at the result I decided to paint it before
assembling the building. I applied a mortar colour over the
whole brickwork and then
started dry brushing the brick
colour back on. I couldn’t get
the effect I wanted and so
resorted to recovering all the
brickwork with some precoloured plastic sheet I
obtained from Country Scenes
and Trees!

Next to be tackled was the
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Lighting is
provided by
LED both to
the rear
staircase lamp
and the
interiors. I use
SMD LED’s
pre soldered
with micro litz
wired leads.
They are tiny
(far smaller than a match head) and yet give more than
enough light for a room! Even the wires attached are tiny
and, with my eyesight, hard to solder on to extension wires!

The finished building – well nearly - it needs toning down a
bit and………..

‘Purgatory Junction’ is the working name for MMRG’s
new 0n30 layout in the making. It will include a town
scene, small industrial/business settings and a lakeside development.

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:“NARROW GAUGE MODELING COMPANY”
Hubbardston
MA, USA
(1) 978 928 5128
specialising in On18, On2, On3 and On30
‘narrowgaugemodeling.com'
and Facebook at ‘Narrow Gauge Modeling
Company’

OOPS! We missed the ‘how to do it’ bit from Phil’s ’N’ scale FREDs last month, so, here’s the missing part …
I do like to see tail lights on my trains. It's possible to make working ones but, better than nothing, these are
dummies. I cut a strip of 40 thou’ about 1.5mm wide. In this I drilled a series of 1mm blind holes. In the holes
I dropped a little red stained glass paint (but normal paint would be OK).
Once dry, I can cut lamps off the strip as required.
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RAILS ALONG THE DERWENT - (The story of
the Derwent Valley Light Railway)
Authors - Jonathon D Stockwell and Ian Drummond
160 pages, A4 vertical, hardback, high quality colour and
black and white photographs, line drawings and plans.
£22.95.

The Derwent Valley was an independent standard gauge
light railway that ran from York to Cliff Common (near Selby).
It survived the grouping and nationalisation and as late as
the 1970s regularly handled traffic as diverse as coal, oil,
grain and fertiliser, before its ultimate demise as a freight line
Reviewed by Phil Mason

in 1981.

Let me start off by saying I am completely bowled over by
this book. You can skip the rest of the review - if you're
interested in the DVR just go and buy a copy!

This is, quite simply, the best railway book I have ever seen.
Sure, there are some classics out there; I couldn't do without
Don Rowland's 'British Railway Wagons' or Colin Marsden's
'British Rail Main Line Diesel Lovomotives' or David
Jenkinson's 'Rails in the Fells' but this book takes Railway
publishing to a different level. It is a thing of beauty.

This book was available (at the time of writing) from
‘Book Law Publications’ who are regular supporters
of MMRG’s annual exhibition.

Lavishly illustrated in black and white and colour (I counted
over 100 colour photographs), the book also includes track
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diagrams of every location along the route as well as line
drawings depicting the station buildings and goods sheds.

This book appeals in three ways: as a dip in, 'coffee table’,
book, as a comprehensive reference work or as an engaging
read from cover to cover.

Highly recommended.

EDITOR’S NOTE
I, too, have seen this book and can do no more than agree
with Phil’s review. It’s an amazing resource for anyone who’s
considering building a branchline that has seen better days
or simply wants ideas for small stations and goods facilities.
Well worth the £22.95 asking price.
This is combined with a history of the railway, a description of
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

operations and of the route itself and there are chapters
covering locomotives and rolling stock.

“TRIDENT TRAINS”
Unit 10, The Craft Arcade, Dagfields Craft Centre,
Crewe Road, Walgherton, Nantwich, Cheshire,
CW5 7LG
01270 842400
www.tridenttrains.co.uk

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“S.M.T.F.” (model shop)
Brookside Garden Centre, London Road North,
Poynton, Cheshire, SK12 1BY
The quality of the publication and printing is superb and the

01625 850427

writing is readable and informative.
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WHAT’S HAPPENED TO THE MMRG
MACCLESFIELD CENTRAL ’N’ GAUGE
LAYOUT?
Alek Adamski

You may wonder what’s happened to the MMRG N Gauge
model of Macclesfield since it departed the Clubrooms in
June 2018. Here’s an update and a little background too
which I hope you find of interest.
The original station may have long gone - but it lives on in model form

My MMRG Background

MMRG and being offered to me. I am keen to uphold what
In spite of being very proud of my Polish side, my father was

has been built so far and of course continue to complete the

in the Polish Army in WW2, I am in reality a ‘proud

whole.

Maxxonian’ from ‘Cheshire Hill folk’ stock of many centuries
standing on my mother’s side. (Maiden name – Sharpley for

The Prototype & Inspiration

those interested).
Clearly any model of a prototype has compromises and
My introduction to railway modelling was, as for most of us,
via Triang- Hornby products in 00 of course. I was a ‘junior
member’ of the MMRG from 1978 to 1983 (?) in its Black
Road days. It was not very ‘child friendly’ except for ‘Nobby’
and John, who were welcoming to us kids. That was coupled
with the excitement of the 2nd hand stock, often for sale at
pocket money rates, but that’s another story. Then the
realities of adulthood pushed railway modelling ‘off the radar’
and my 00 stock to my parent’s loft.

The flame was rekindled as the advent of children of my own
gave me an excuse to revisit the hobby. This included

Macclesfield Central looking North towards Hibel Road

MMRG Shows and seeing the Macclesfield layout in March
2011. This enticed me into rejoining the MMRG and

choices to be made and in the case of ‘Macclesfield’ most

contemplating ’N’ Gauge for the first time. Ian’s kindness and

had already been taken. My additional challenge is that the

welcome in particular, were much appreciated, as was then

two stations were demolished in 1960, six years before I was

getting to know Ray, the key, remaining stalwarts of the

born so I have no personal memory to guide me. I have Basil

layout. It was commenced as the replacement for the MMRG

Jeuda’s books, some photos and as importantly, my

Marfield layout, sold in approximately 1996.

modelling guide and inspiration, Dave Jessop in Portland,
Oregon who has been brilliant and continues to be. He’s
another ‘proud Maxonian’ albeit far away! He’s a stunningly

Luck

gifted modeller who’s building Macclesfield’s two stations in
My luck in becoming the proud owner of the N Gauge

4mm scale. I have the privilege of now calling him and his

Macclesfield model is, I suppose, two fold. Firstly, I have the

lovely wife Liz, dear friends, having gone to see them last

space, albeit after much restoration including a new roof, to

Autumn in Portland. Dave’s knowledge, skills and support

keep the model fully built and supported and secondly of

keep me focused and interested, every time we correspond.

course, the sad events that led to it being surplus to the
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My first choice,
was which era to
model and whilst I
will occasionally
show the late
1930’s, I’ve
decided to mainly
model the 1950’s,
as it is a little
closer to the
world I was born
into. Also a bright
summer’s day as
the buildings are
clean and fresh
looking.

Operational
Study

The layout is
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cleverly wired as many interlocking point movements are

have covered all ‘gaping holes’ that showed the floor through

‘hard wired’ in. Whilst this is great, with no instructions this

the model.

has and possibly still does, make the layout somewhat of an
operational puzzle! It is designed for two mainline operators,

There is approximately 6 inches (150 scale feet) missing

one for the Up lines and another for the Down lines with

from the centre of the model which shortened Hibel Road

additional control points for the two main goods yards, if so

Station somewhat – Central is true to scale – so I have

required. The two ‘directions’ are crossed by a series of

redressed this a little by cutting short one siding to extend

‘permission switches’ which allow prototypical termination of

the Up Hibel Road Platform to accommodate another

trains at both stations and subsequent locos and carriages

carriage length. Also as I want to model the 1950’s I need to

running round, being serviced, stabled and reformed for the

add the Gas Works Coal Tippler and Conveyor across Gas

return service on the ‘other’ side.

Road and therefore also add two sidings to get the correct
eight. This is tight and they’re a little short but I decided the

I’ve searched for prototypical information in many places and

sacrifice in length made the layout of tracks complete and

always want more (any ideas anyone?).I have Passenger

this won’t now bug me!

and Goods Timetables of the period and have tried to work
out a day in the life of Macc’s railway. Any goods information

I have added quite a lot of detail to the ‘Southern End’ that

is highly valuable, if anyone can help. The Manchester

includes Central Station, but even here, there’s lots more to

Locomotive Society have been helpful as have a few of you

do. I have a website which shows more photos and video

but I still have many questions.

and includes my first ‘dabblings’ with lights. Please have a
look at ‘www.maccmodel.com' .

What has changed?
Next
Quick paint of all bare surfaces. All baseboard edges and the
fiddle yards repainted in grey to spruce them up a bit. The

I have much bigger, long term plans to build the Town Centre

fiddle yards have 11 tracks in each direction and have many

but that’s more a dream at the moment. I need to crack on

isolating sections (I calculated there is space for 58 trains!).

with the current layout first.

This may sound enough but as I could explain (maybe in
another article) I want / need to make a few additions to

I hope this has been of interest and if so, I’ll continue to

enable operations to be more prototypical. I’ve added

update you all as time goes by.

temporary buildings to give some feel for the final result and
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Macc Central looks very much at home in its new setting

EDITOR’S NOTE
Alek, we look forward to updates as work progresses with
‘Macc Central’ - it’s been a project long in the making and is
MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :-

well and fondly remembered by many Club members.

“THE MODEL CENTRE”

As for ambitions for re-creating parts of the town - good luck.

Hill Farm, Beck Hole, Whitby, North Yorkshire,
With ‘Purgatory Peak’ and now ‘Purgatory Junction’, I have

YO22 5LF

visions of ‘Purgatory County’ as a project……… but that
01947 899125

would fill the National Exhibition Centre!

“www.themodelcentre.com"
Keep us informed
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BREAKING NEWS

SCOTRAIL TEST ALTERNATIVES TO EXPENSIVE

TRAIN DELAYS REACH ‘UNACCEPTABLE LEVELS’

RAILBUSES ON HIGHLAND ROUTES

SERVICES CUT TO MEET REDUCED DEMAND

LYNTON AND LYNMOUTH CLIFF RAILWAY INTRODUCES
FLUSHING TOILETS

U.S. TEAM TO TAKE PART IN RAIL DRIFTING AT NEXT
OLYMPICS ………..

……. WHILST

ARCHAEOLOGISTS DISCOVER TRAIN AT DINOSAUR

OTHERS

SITE - RAILROADS MUCH OLDER THAN FIRST

CONTINUE TO

THOUGHT

PRACTICE!
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BUILD ANYTHING YOU WANT - A CRANE IN ’N’

the jib appears solid from the side and it has a relatively

SCALE

large boxy cab structure like the Tomix.

Phil Mason
Over to my other favourite resource: the BR diagrams on
Barrowmore Model Railway Group's website and a printout

I've waited 53 years for a rail mounted crane to appear in n

of the diagram at 2mm scale (I don't bother with 1:148 - sorry

gauge and I'm fed up of waiting.

Mark!) showed, as expected, the model to be too long and
wide but, more encouragingly, just the right height.

We do have a beautiful model now, curtesy of Osborne's but,
for me, it's too old fashioned, far too expensive (£150) and
it's not yellow.

Research shows there are alternatives. There's a kit by Kibri
of a modern telescopic crane but again, at something like
£75 it's a but on the pricy side. Certainly for a kit.

Much cheaper is the Atlas/Bachman crane, based, I think, on
an American prototype. These can be had for around £17
and many people have made something decent out of them
but it's a lot of work.

Recently I've discovered a Minitrix one on eBay. It's not too
bad but I've lost the auctions because the price had gone too

Dismantling the bits (it's nice that these Japanese models

high - certainly higher than my last resort: the Tomix JNR

are screwed together) reveals another nice feature I hadn't

crane.

noticed - swing out stabilising jacks. Unfortunately I had to
dispense with the jacks as I removed the sides of the chassis

Many of you will know that Tomix produces high quality stuff

and cut the deck across at right angles just beyond the

and also that there is much in common between Japanese

turntable in order to shorten it.

and British railway practice. So, at £29 (including postage)
the deal was done on 'but it now'.

So, what have we got? Beautifully made, as you'd expect
from Tomix, and with some interesting features. The price
includes a bogie bolster type match wagon and the crane
itself which runs on two six wheel bogies. One thing I like is
that the jib is easily possible; the pivot includes just the right
amount of resistance to stop it flopping down.

Sitting the the thing on the track a couple of things are
apparent. Firstly, the body looks too long and wide for UK
practice and secondly the match wagon is too long.
I did a 'glue test' on the discarded sides but unfortunately
But what UK prototype are we trying to represent? I'm no

normal solvent glue didn't work so the two halves of chassis

'crane spotter', but a trawl through Paul Bartlett's excellent

needed to be rematched using super glue. I cut the bogies

wagon photo website showed the 15t Taylor Hubbard YOB

down from six wheel to a more prototypical four wheel,

diesel crane to be a possible candidate. I chose it because

retaining the outside frame to keep the strength.
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The metal weight was cut down to size using a junior
hacksaw.

I added sides to the chassis from 30thou, decking from
20thou, thick plate buffer beams from 60thou and buffers
Normally on a project of this type I'd split the body down the

made from Peco track pins and wire insulation.

middle in order to reduce the width but I wanted to keep the
operating jib mechanism so I cut the end and sides off. A
7mm section of the body was removed to reduce the length.
This time the 'glue test' worked perfectly with 'Liquid Poly', so
the body was easy to stick back together.

Finally a lick of paint, some wasp stripes and BR signs, quick
reassembly and my 53 year wait was over!

After loosing the saw cuts on either side and a bit of filing, no
further reduction was necessary to the width. I added dummy
sides to the body from 20thou to more accurately represent
the British prototype.
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A pulley 'head' was
fashioned out of plasticard
to add to the British feel
and I chopped up a Farish
bogie bolster to make a
runner, adding a tool box
made from the top of an
old salt wagon. The jib
support (used upside
down) was pinched from
the Tomix wagon which
lives on to provide the
basis of another
conversion.

———————————————————————————————————————————————
SIMPLE TIP - removable wagon loads
Mike Hebblethwaite
When all fits well, the load can be added to the ‘table top’

It was whilst I was sorting through some of the secondhand

making sure that it does not overlap the edges

stock for our Club stand at our recent

of the platform. It’s a good idea to

exhibition that I came across a

paint the ‘table top’ the same

couple of 16t mineral

colour as the load it is

wagons. They were nicely

supporting.

weathered
with mineral loads
but they weighed a

To remove the

ton. They were fully

load, simply push

loaded and vitually

down gently on

unsaleable!!

one end and the
other end should
pop up. ‘Grab and go’,

There is a very simple

as they say!

method for making
removable loads from which these

Alternatively, glue a steel/iron washer

wagons would have benefitted!

under the centre of the support so that the whole ‘kit and
caboodle’ can be lifted out using a magnet.

From either Plasticard or art board simply construct a
support for the load that sits easily in the wagon body - a

Load removed without the wagon leaving the track!

bit like a table with ‘solid’ legs (see illustration). Place the
legs ¼ - ⅓ distant from each end of the platform which,

Much better ………….. and much more saleable!!

itself, should sit below the top edge of the wagon body.
Make sure it is a good, but not tight, fit.
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………. But where is it?
Mike Hebblethwaite

Not a very imposing entrance
(under the bridge) to this very
famous interior ……….

The answer, as always, is on page 20.

……. it has been used many times as a film location and it is
over-shadowed by its even more famous neighbour…… but

If you think you have a challenge like this for our readers,

where is it?

please send it in. Ed
9) https://youtu.be/VixrQYaBvz0

PAT’S TRAWLINGS

Fireless locos shunting in Cuba
Once again, Pat Honey’s been wandering about in the ether

10) https://youtu.be/IO5ZB4w-oAM

and he’s found a few videos that might be of interest to you.

A bonanza of Chinese steam
11) https://youtu.be/PnG3yPM-e8E

1) https://youtu.be/-0WR-3KuuU8

It’s amazing what you can create with computer graphics

A little bit of winter fun on the Weisseritztalbahn

these days. How’s this for a twin steam crane lift?

2) https://youtu.be/7RcNqeNYQUo

12) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xBn75Rom40o

Again, some winter scenes. This time from Romania

….. and, finally, a steam crane lifting the boiler for Bullied

3) https://youtu.be/w8wv4X6x9BA

4-6-2 35005 ‘Canadian Pacific’

More narrow gauge fun on the ‘Mocanita’ in the Vaser valley,
Romania

And, as they say, that’s shallot. More than enough viewing

4) https://youtu.be/Iw0jEDf6vMg

here to keep you occupied for an hour or two - any more

Loading timber Romanian style

and we’d have to produce it as a ‘boxed set’!!

5) https://youtu.be/UhS6Qa7BKeQ
Vaser valley logging train - great rail truck!!

Plenty in here, too, for those looking for inspiration. For you

6) https://youtu.be/0KQKcchYO9o

narrow gaugers, did you spot the Romanian railbus? There

A steam compilation from Germany and Holland

was also an unusual railtruck which might have caught the

7) https://youtu.be/7eYoa2I3gBo

eye of some of our U.S. cousins.

Moving that ‘nuclear stuﬀ’ to Dungeness
’Til next time, stay safe and stay well.

8) https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=zGDV5oMOJJE&feature=youtu.be

With thanks to Pat Honey.

You just know when trains appear in cartoons there’s gonna
be trouble! Watch out for the novel use of the sand dome!!!
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WOMB? - ‘LOCKDOWN’ MODELLING BEGINS
Phil Mason
Why not try something really difficult?

I've no idea how I'm going to do this but there's no point just looking at drawings, so I've made a start on the sides. 60 thou
marked out and side windows started.

Yes, you've got it.

A Deltic!

I blame that man Jim Barry, who mentioned something to do with
Kings Cross, but I've got to have a go and now seems the ideal
time.

I'll let you know how I get on……….

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend:ABC Model Railways
‘Always on the right track’
tel:e-mail:web:-
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07813 031152

abcmodelrailways@yahoo.co.uk
‘www.abcmodelrailways.com'

HINTS AND TIPS

FERRERO ROCHER BOXES - KEEP ‘EM

KEEP YOUR WORKBENCH TIDY
Phil Mason

Where would we be without them?
Never throw them away!

Not only can they be used to store bits and pieces, the
curves on the plastic can be used for a variety of glazing
applications.

Recently, I've used one for a signal box (by adding glazing
bars) and for the wrap-round glass on a TransPennine unit.
I knew I'd have a problem with a Deltic cab but, once again,
Ferrero Rocher to the rescue!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55
‘Master builder’ and club member, Jeremy Suter, told me this

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

when I asked what his secret was………

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

He explained that he, like everybody, has a complete mess

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

during a project. Tools and materials are all over the place

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

through necessity. But once you've finished a model, clear

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

EVERYTHING away and put it back in its proper place. That

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/British_Rail_Class_55

way you can start the next thing with a lovely clean bench
and all your tools are to hand, beautifully stowed. You've

The photo above is from Colin Marsden's excellent 'British

then at least given yourself a chance of creating something

Rail Main Line Diesel Locomotives’ ….. which every ‘modern

decent, even if it never comes close to Jeremy's exalted

image’ modeller should have.

heights.
The beauty of the boxes are they are made of a polystyrene
"But wait!", I hear you cry, "what if you've more than one

type plastic, making it dead easy to glue using the usual

project on the go at the same time?"

liquid plastic solvent.

The answer is simple. Shoeboxes! (or maybe something a

Macclesfield Model Railway Group endorses 'Ferrero

little bigger if you're into 0 gauge).

Rocher’! ……….. No wonder some members are, what shall
we say, a little 'horizontally challenged'?

Put everything away to do with that model in the same box
so it's all ready when you get back to it. I've boxes labelled 'n
gauge wagons', 'coaches', 'scenery', 'TT locos’, etc. Sounds
I just knew I should have published this in April. Horizontally

complicated ……… but it does work.

challenged, indeed! And, before you ask, my abdominal
protuberance has been shaped and blessed by the highest

Sort of.

authority - - - - - - - - - - - with Abbot Ale! - Ed
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THE LAST WORD

MMRG Newsletter readers recommend :“WALTONS of ALTRINCHAM”

There is little doubting that Covid-19 has had a serious impact

30, Stamford St, Altrincham, WA14 1EY

upon all our lives. We’re unable to visit our loved ones without

0161 928 5940

good reason, our social lives are non-existent and we cannot

“www.WaltonsModels.co.uk”

travel simply to have ‘a change of scenery’. I guess the plus side
is that I have never seen so little litter in the town centre, the air
smells much fresher and background noise is greatly reduced

…But where is it? -

through the reduction of road traffic and the pigeons are looking a

Grand Central Station, New York

lot sleaker. Maybe it’s not just them that are benefitting from
McDonalds withdrawal symptoms!

CLUB CONTACTS AND WEB ADDRESSES
Newsletter:-

Given that this nasty and, all too often, life-threatening virus
cannot move around on its own - it has neither legs nor wings and has to rely on a host for ‘transport’, the ‘social shutdown’ that

e-mail
telephone

“MMRG-NewsLetter@hotmail.com"
07761 122126

we are all experiencing is a necessary evil to contain its spread.
Ultimately, of course, if it cannot find new hosts in which to feed
and reproduce it will die and I, for one, will not be mourning its

Macclesfield Model Railway Group:-

passing!

I guess that many of us have turned to our hobbies to fill the
‘extra’ time we now have available at home and railway modelling

web site

‘www.macclesfieldmrg.org.uk'

e-mail

‘macclesfieldmodelrailwaygroup@gmail.com'

telephone

07796 457978

will feature somewhere on that list. I have, certainly, set aside
07761 122126

more time than usual to spend in the ‘man cave’ and, hopefully, I
will be able to report on some of the things I have been doing.

Twitter

www.twitter.com/@MacclesfieldMRG

Facebook

www.facebook.com/macclesfieldmrg

This Newsletter, however, is very much about what YOU have
been doing, so please let us know.

If you would like to contact the Newsletter or Macclesfield Model

In order to pass at least some of the time I, and I’m sure you too,

Railway Group for any reason, simply ‘click’ on the appropriate red
link above.

have been spending a lot of time reading ……. and there is a
wealth of reading matter ‘out there’. A good example is ‘The

Don’t forget ……… your Committee members are:-

Killamarsh Eyestrain’ produced by Mike Lynskey. Mike is very

Chairman

Shaun Horrocks

Vice Chairman

Mike Hebblethwaite

Treasurer

Ian Sheldon

Secretary

Tom McDonough

keen to set up a newsletter sharing/partnership scheme and both
he and I would welcome your suggestions and recommendations.
Hopefully, shared newsletters will become a feature of our own
newsletter through appropriate links. More info next month!

Member reps

In the not too distant future, our lives will begin to return to

Colin Moores
Tony Hallatt

something resembling ‘normal’ but, I suspect, we will have a
Steve Nixon

somewhat different view of what ‘normal’ should be as a result of

Gerry Ogden

our current experience.

Andy Clayton

But that’s another story…….

Alan Ashton
Newsletter Editor

Another monthly read over! Stay safe. Stay well. Stay in touch
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Mike Hebblethwaite

